
S~111 4, Life in a Late T'!Ycenaean PP-lace-State
p. 39 Thu-i the Homeric siflrst knowledge of the social, ln3tit'tj(:na1, political,economic and military background of the Trojan war was fragmentary and. distorted, and was supplemented and overlaid, by details derived from laterstages of th oral tradition. 11 this is not to aeny that the decipher-int éfti-,F, tablets has greatly improved our knowledge of later Mycenaean history, asit has improved that of the development of the Greek language. As a guideto the institutions described in the Homeric poems, and to the development ofpoetry out of its traditioi el.emnts, they civ seem - considering

-
ttr1any or them are roughy contemporary with the siege of Troy itselfaistinctly disappointing. At the same time thAy clearly instruct us to lookfor the so'1rccs of much in Homer not in the originative period of the Trojanlegenaarv t-"adi'tion but in the subsequent stages of crystallization andelaboration in the early Iron Age.

(The tablets referred to in the above paragraph are the Linear B
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The Rise of ycenae

p. 15 Scholars now tena to accept the name Akhkhijawa as referring to the Akhaiwoi
chaeans, which is what the Mycenaean'Greeks, according to Homer, most

commonly called themselves.

p. 17 The Iliad and. Odyssey ana the universal trciition of the Greeks tell us
that Troy was sacked after a long (though doubtless exaggerated) siege by

r
Achaeans under the ladership of Agaemnon king of Mycenac. According to
the most influential ancient calculations this took place in TI-84 - or, to u
the widest limits, after 1300 and before 1100. Only one of the major histori&al
destructions of Troy accords with this tradition: that which put an end to
Tray VIla probably around 1230 or 12L1.0. Much else conspires to show that in
this case, as in so many others, mythological tradition was based on historical

D.




,t7 fact.

17 (conttd) from page 1 of these notes)
Much else conspires to show t"at in this case, as in so many others,

mythological .tradition was based on his-toric'al fact. An rrow-heo. foundfound
in one of the streets was' of Mycenaean type; and relations with the
Achean world seem to have been strained since the earlier part of the
thirteenth centuy, when Mycenaean imports almost ceased. oreover the

destruction al Troy Vila came .t the end. of a long siege, as traaitionally
did. Agamemnon s conauèt; so much is shown by the crowding of hastily built

huts within the walls and the mass.of storage jars newly sunk in the Loor.
l; hee is no indication of Trojan loot in the graves ana ruins of

the Achaean cities; but this is because the booty would consist of women,

horses, and p.ecious metalwork which,, since it aid not match that o

Mycenae in technique at this period, would be melted. down-.
- --

5ie Evidenc, for Mycenacan Epic
p. 123. In moot respec-ts, as e should expect in a long-standing oral tradition, the

I-omric picture i an ama1am of e'nts arivea f'om affrTit, periods:
some Mvcenaean elem nts, many others derived from the three centuries follo

UiJ ing th' collapse of he Mycenaean world, and a few taken from the late 9th
or Fth century - the proable period of the monumental composers in lonia.

Thus some wapons are Mycenaean. others are post-Mycenaean; inhuinanation and

cremation are sometimes conflated. . . Clothes, cult, marriage customs and so
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